Delicious food
at a price that
allows you to stay
within your budget,
all while supporting
the well-being of
Canadians.

TOP IT OFF
With Solutions Salad Dressings

FLANAGAN SOLUTIONS SALAD DRESSING

Crafted speciﬁcally for the food service industry, our dressings are inspired by the most popular ﬂavours. Always fresh and high-quality ingredients ensure your guests will delight in the ﬂavour!

PRODUCT INFORMATION
240098 Blue Cheese Dressing 2/4LT

240116 Caesar Dressing

2/4LT

240118 Ranch Dressing

433758 Greek Feta Dressing

Both a dressing and a dip, our Bleu Cheese Dressing does
Rich and creamy Caesar Dressing combines real Parmesan
double duty. This pourable dressing is rich and creamy with a and Romano cheeses, anchovies and the perfect blend of
buttermilk base and real Danish Bleu Cheese bits.
spices and a touch of lemon, in a non-separating dressing
that’s delightfully delicious.

2/4LT

Luxuriously creamy, our Buttermilk Ranch Dressing contains
real buttermilk for a decadent ranch ﬂavour. And with no
MSG, you can happily indulge.

433759 Italian Non Separating Dressing

2/4LT

A classic dressing with a rich ﬂavour. Our non-separating
Golden Italian dressing is rich with herbs, red bell peppers,
onions, garlic and other natural ﬂavours.

2/4LT

This tasty Greek vinaigrette is light and luscious with the
boldness of feta, the tang of lemon, traditional Greek spices
and delicate olive oil.

433760 Coleslaw Dressing

2/4LT

Our Cole Slaw Dressing is smooth and creamy with a
surprise touch of sweet pineapple juice and a subtle tang
of lemon. A tantalizing blend of heavenly spices and natural
ﬂavours makes this dressing rich and delicious.

THE FLANAGAN SOLUTIONS STORY

For over 40 years, Flanagan Foodservice has enjoyed a special partnership with restaurateurs, chefs,
farmers and more in the food industry. We pride ourselves on our products and people—dedicated to
your satisfaction and passionate about making a difference in all that we do.
For each case of Flanagan Solutions sold, a portion of funds
is distributed to charitable organizations that support sustainability,
conservation and Canadian communities.

Kitchener & Whitby
519-748-6878
1-800-265-6550
www.ﬂanagan.ca

Sudbury
705-692-5850
1-800-565-5850

®

